Middle School Art Resources

Do you need more Art in your life? Feeling bored?
Use the following links to help you stay creative during our virtual learning and spring break.
Everything included on this list is FREE!

1. Advanced Drawing Tutorials

2. Cartoon How Too – Drawing Tutorials

3. Toontastic 3D APP - Toontastic 3D is a creative storytelling app that empowers kids to draw, animate, narrate, and record their own cartoons on their tablet, phone or Chromebook. Free from the Google Play or Apple Ap Store.

4. Let's Create! Pottery HD Lite - With Let's Create: Pottery making ceramics has never been more simple and fun! Become a true artist and create "one of a kind" pottery items and share them with your friends! Throw the clay on the wheel, release all your artistic talents and take benefit of dozens of materials available in order to create your own design!

5. Photo Editing | Pixlr.com - Free online or App based (Apple and Google Play Store) photo editing program. Use Pixlr X for beginners and use Pixlr E for a more advanced photo editing process.

6. Albright Knox Art Games 2.0 - ArtGames 2.0 strives to harness young people’s enthusiasm for video games and interactive experiences in order to engage them with modern and contemporary art. Each game is downloaded individually. Special Delivery, Karma Catch, Equilibrium, Infinity, Snap!, and Light Quest. Free on the Google Play or Apple App store.

7. Harmony - Online drawing platform for free form and abstract works of art.

8. Mandala Maker - Online Mandala maker, fun and meditative!

9. Mosaic Maker - Make a Mosaic in the style of Ancient Greeks and Romans.

10. Suminagashi Simulator - Mimics the floating ink process of marbling ink and water. Let it sit and swirl, go back and add more. It's mesmerizing!

11. Kaleidoscope Painter- Create patterns that are mirrored just like real kaleidoscope.